
Dear Retirement Board Director: 

 

We request that the Retirement Board recognize dispatchers and dispatch 

supervisors as being members of retirement group 2. We request this because municipal 

dispatchers – who currently have five different titles in two different groupings – perform 

the duties of the current Group 2 titles “Fire or Police Signal Operators”. 

In fact, "Police Signal Operators" and "Fire Signal Operators" are archaic titles for 

dispatchers. We use differently worded titles in our municipality including Emergency 

Telecommunications Dispatcher (ETD), Senior Fire Alarm Operator, Fire Alarm 

Operator, Senior ETD and Chief ETD. These are the five historical titles assigned to 

persons that dispatch fire, police, and EMS in the City of Waltham. 

Other retirement boards have passed a supplemental rule recognizing dispatchers 

as being members of Group 2 and they have had their rule approved by PARAC. Recent 

such findings by boards in this area include Cambridge, Belmont and Lexington. 

We have attached in Appendix A the full description of all of the signaling 

systems operated by our dispatchers and dispatch supervisors who have the above-

mentioned five titles.  

Please understand that dispatch supervisors perform all of the duties of 

dispatchers plus they perform additional supervisory duties such a scheduling personnel, 

developing procedures, managing technical systems, and so forth. Waltham dispatch 

supervisors (whether a Senior ETD, a Senior Fire Alarm Operator, or Chief ETD) sit at 

consoles, answer 911 and other phones, dispatch units by radio, operate signaling 

systems, and perform any and all dispatcher functions on a regular and/or fill-in basis. In 

addition, they have the same training and certifications as dispatchers. 

 

     Sincerely, 

 



 

Appendix A 

Signaling Systems Operated by Waltham Dispatchers and Dispatch Supervisors 

 

Over 15 complex, electrically operated computer, radio and alarm signaling systems are 

operated by Center personnel, including supervisors. Thus, all personnel operate the 

current fire and police signaling systems, plus any new signaling systems that may be 

acquired by the Center. All personnel will receive training in the technical and procedural 

operation of these systems. All personnel will - as a regular and important part of each 

shift’s activity - monitor these systems, operate them when required, perform routine 

testing and maintenance, and notify the appropriate personnel when equipment needs 

repair or major maintenance.  

Signaling equipment is located in special equipment racks in dispatcher console 

positions, in the fire alarm circuit consoles, in wall-mounted panels, and in other special 

rooms throughout the Emergency Communications Center building: the 

Telephone/Alarm Room, the Electrical Room, the Generator Room, the Computer Room, 

the Radio Control Room, and the Equipment Room. 

Police and Fire Signaling-related Duties of the Emergency Communications Center. 

All of the personnel in the Emergency Communications Center operate, monitor and 

manage a wide variety of complex, electrically operated police and fire signaling 

systems. These include, but are not limited to, the following: 

The City’s Fire Alarm Signaling System 

Based on direct current signaling, this large scale system monitors signals from fire alarm 

boxes and building master boxes over city-maintained copper circuits. Over 800 box 

locations are in use. One master circuit entrance panel, 21 separate “Form Four” circuit 

panels, 3 alarm receiver/transmitters systems (based on Digitize technology), and other 

equipment is operated, tested and managed by the Center’s personnel. Personnel receive 

specific training in this equipment and are required to operate it routinely as well as 

perform maintenance and testing functions on a regular basis. 

The City’s Police Alarm System 

This telephone and direct-wired circuit-based system (using Keltron Central Station 

technology) signals Center operators when city buildings are entered, when special secure 

rooms are entered, or when other alarm conditions result. Over 60 locations are 

monitored and tests are made on a periodic basis of both circuits and signaling 

equipment. Operators are trained to handle line trouble and system fault conditions, to 



contact appropriate building personnel and to immediately dispatch police personnel 

when alarm signals are received. 

The City’s Emergency Call-Box Signaling System 

The City maintains special Emergency Call Boxes in selected public places as an aid to 

citizens who need to signal for assistance.. Operators are trained to receive calls from 

these devices as well as check on their status and report operational problems. 

The City’s 800 Mhz Trunked Radio System’s Emergency Signaling system 

The City’s radio systems have built-in emergency signaling capabilities. These include 

the ability of any radio user to activate his or her Emergency Distress signal which are 

currently received on three separate console systems. Operators are trained to recognize 

these signals, identify the channel and unit ID of the signaling party, and immediately 

alert responding personnel as well as try to reach the signaling party. They can reset the 

emergency signal system, change the signaling display mode, and perform tests to see 

that any radio is properly on-the-air. 

The City’s Fire Station Alerting System 

The City alerts its fire companies to respond to fire and EMS events through a “Zetron” 

and back-up “Bell Circuit” signaling system. This computer-controlled, direct-current, 

directly wired system operates through a master panel, 5 primary circuit panels, 5 backup 

circuit panels, 8 station receivers, and a master console unit. This equipment is critical to 

the immediate dispatch of fire apparatus in the event of a fire or medical emergency. 

The City’s Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) System 

The City's CAD system is at the heart of dispatcher activity. This large-scale system has 

interfaces to the Digitize Fire Alarm Signaling and E911 systems such that transmissions 

from these systems are automatically received by CAD and call-record information pre-

entered into CAD screens. In addition, the CAD system drives a Fire Station Printing 

system such that fire apparatus get a print-out of run information within 12 seconds of 

CAD dispatch. 

The City’s Enhanced 911 Telephone System 

Enhanced 911 technology enables Cambridge residents to have their exact street address, 

telephone billing name, calling telephone number, and other facts displayed on a special 

computer screen within 1-3 seconds of their 911 call being answered at Emergency 

Communications. This system allows persons who cannot speak because of a handicap or 

medical condition, who do not speak English, or who are very young children to signal 

Emergency Communications of their need for assistance without having to utter a word. 

Operators are trained in the use of this complex equipment by special state trainers who 

test and certify their abilities. 



TDD Signaling Systems (for hearing impaired residents) 

Additional state-provided TDD equipment was installed in 1996 to allow hearing 

impaired city residents to use TDD/TYY devices to communicate with the Emergency 

Communications Center over both 911 and 7-digit lines. Operators are trained in the use 

of this TDD equipment by special state trainers who will test and certify their abilities. 

Criminal Justice Information System 

The CJIS computer system is located in and operated by Emergency Communications 

personnel. This system has various police signaling and “telegraph” capabilities as it is 

the primary means that the City notifies surrounding towns, the regional area, or the 

entire country of a fleeing felon, a major emergency, a stolen vehicle, or other primary 

alert conditions that should immediately be sent to other jurisdictions. Operators receive 

training in this extremely complex system and are required to pass an examination before 

operating a terminal. 

Mobile Data System 

Most police cars have laptop computers installed that police officers use to query CJIS 

databases, send messages to each other and dispatchers, and  perform various records 

management functions. A special interface with CAD signals officers with detailed 

dispatch information and they in turn can enter information about the activities performed 

at an incident scene. The system is used to silently signal dispatch information (in lieu of 

radio broadcasts) on certain types of incidents such as selected bank alarms. 

Other Signaling Systems 

Several other systems are used for signaling purposes: 

Operators use an alphanumeric pager system to notify emergency personnel (e.g., the 

Hazmat team, the 911 Director, the Police Chief, the Fire Chief, the City Manager, the 

Mayor, the SARA officer) of special or emergency conditions. 

The regional police radio and fire radio systems allow operators to alert and call in police 

and fire units from surrounding cities when Mutual Aid is required. Various tones alert 

surrounding communities, who then receive voice messages for assistance. 

Special equipment allows the victims of domestic abuse to activate a belt or packet alarm 

that will signal Center operators who can then dispatch emergency assistance. 

Dozens of Central Stations (alarm companies) report emergency alarm conditions at 

buildings in the City. These alarms are communicated to the Center who then send 

emergency personnel. 

Electrical Equipment Operation by Center Personnel 



The Center has advanced power management and backup power systems including a 100 

KW Generator capable of operating all Center electrical equipment in any power-outage 

system; five Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) systems for the support of various 

systems; a DC Power Supply for the Fire Alarm system, Voltage Control regulators, and 

other power supply and power control devices. Operators and supervisors are expected to 

go around the Center facility and monitor these systems, periodically note their status, 

take appropriate action when problems are noted (or devices fail to operate properly). 

 


